
555  GOLF  EDITORIALS 

‘PERFORMANCE EXCELLENCE’ 

 

TO BE OR NOT TO BE 
that is the question? 

 

I am certain that making ‘One Single Perfect Full Swing’, repeatable at will, in the heat of battle, 

is both a powerful tool and huge blessing.  

 

What could we do with this new found ally? Perhaps a better question might be “What couldn’t 

we do with it?” If you were a ‘Snap Hooker’ you could fix that with ease! “Done!”  

 

I think that making this one powerful but ‘Neutral Golf Swing’ will produce what the ‘Golf Club 

Tool Factory’ knows and calls ‘Spec’ results. Like an ‘Iron Byron’ test machine cranking every 

‘Driver’ at 290 in the middle, on the fly! We’ll take it right?  

 

Every golf club has its own ‘Length, Loft and Lie’ as well as ‘Component Dead Weight’ (static) 

and ‘Swing Weight’ (dynamic). There are a lot of other minutia that we builders consider, but 

you get the picture.  

 

If you could make your ‘Normal Full Swing’ with every club, you would perhaps make 

predictable strikes with your #SW to 80-95 yards, #PW to 95-110 yards, #9 Iron to 110-125 

yards and so forth. You might have different numbers, but you would have a full set calibration. 

 

Here is my point! We do not all have to be able to ‘Work or Shape The Ball Flight’. We do not 

have to ‘Fade or Draw’. When I hear people explaining ‘How To Fade Or Draw’, I often get the 

feeling that you have to ‘Manufacture or Manipulate Those Two Shapes’ … that you have to 

force them. Forcing anything in golf is a bad intention! Set-Up and make one swing, at least into 

your ‘Short Game’ where ideosyncratic variants exist! (see ‘Body Clocking’) 

 

If you easily hit a ‘Dead Straight Ball’, count your blessings. If you have a ‘Fade or Draw Hole’ 

or shot, and you CANNOT make that shape happen, hit one straight to your length and then hit 

your ‘Approach Shot To The Green’ inside the 5/10/15 Foot Circle’.  

 

Your ‘Curvature’ may be a ‘To Be or Not To Be’ event. Relax and hit what you are good at! 

 

       “Welcome Aboard!” 

         “Enjoy The Ride!” 
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